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Dodd: Theatrical Entertainment in Early Florida

THEATRICAL ENTERTAINMENT IN EARLY
FLORIDA 1
by WILLIAM G. DODD

Theatrical entertainment in early Florida was
greatly facilitated by water transportation. The
Florida towns with which this story is concerned
were all within easy distance, by sea or river, of
cities which had well-established professional
theatres. They therefore provided actors in those
theatres with favorable opportunities to supplement
their regular season by a preceding or subsequent
engagement; or, sometimes, to fill up part of an
otherwise vacant summer.
The most important theatrical centers in the
South were Charleston and New Orleans. As there
was no direct connection between dramatic activities
in Florida and those in Charleston, we may note
simply that the Charleston theatre had its beginnings far back in the eighteenth century; and that,
after, 1800, it had a brilliant history which ended
only with the coming of war in 1861. 2
On the other hand, the relation of Florida theatricals to the theatre in New Orleans was immediate
and continued. This theatre, too, had its period of
excellence, not so long as that of its companion in
Charleston, but quite as brilliant while it lasted. Its
resident companies included, first and last, a large
number of excellent stock actors, many of them recruited in the Northern and Eastern theatres. And
nearly all the important stars, native or foreign,
who appeared elsewhere on the American stage,
1. In preparing this paper, the writer had the invaluable help
of Dr. Dorothy Dodd, State Archivist. She read the territorial
newspapers and excerpted the pertinent advertisements and
comments. She also kept the writer straight on the details
of territorial history. Her assistance was indispensable.
2. W. Stanley Hoole, The Ante-bellum Charleston Theatre
(Tuscaloosa, 1946), pp. 3-64.
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filled one or more special engagements in New Orleans. From this city “went out actors and stars to
further the establishment of the professional theatre
in places which hitherto had known only amateur
organizations and ‘strolling players.’ ’’ 3 And some
of these actors and lesser stars found their way into
the Florida towns.
Other cities and towns whose theatres contributed to dramatic activities in Florida were Mobile
and Montgomery in Alabama, and Columbus and
Savannah in Georgia.
The theatrical companies of the period were, in
the important essentials, very unlike those of our
contemporary professional theatre. In the theatrical
organization of today the star is a member, or
rather the member of the company, and the actors
who support him in the specific play under production are engaged only for the “run” of that play. 4
This kind of “star system” was unknown in the
first half of the nineteenth century. The earlier
companies were stock companies ; that is, organizations without stars whose members were engaged
by the Manager for a specified season to present a
repertory of plays. Nightly change of bill was customary, but pieces that were favorites with the
public were repeated through the season as often
as receipts justified. Stars regularly performed in
connection with stock companies; but the word
“s t a r ” meant a visiting actor who appeared in a
limited number of plays chosen by himself, under
specific financial arrangements with the Manager.
Salaries of company actors were far from
3. Nellie Smithers, “A History of the English Theatre at New
Orleans, 1806-1842,” Louisiana Historical Quarterly, XXVIII
(1945), 85.
4. The statement is true, speaking generally.
The repertory
theatre has never ceased entirely to exist. A new one, The
American Repertory Theatre, is announced for the New York
season of 1946-47.
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princely. But by means of the benefit performance,
actors could augment their season’s earnings ; or,
at any rate, the more important ones could. And the
Manager, also, as an actor, availed himself of the
privilege of “taking a benefit.” If an actor was to
have a benefit, it was so stipulated in the season’s
contract. This usually provided that, after a certain
amount of the evening’s receipts had been set aside
for expenses or overhead, the beneficiary was to
receive a portion, customarily fifty percent, of the
remainder. A “good” benefit, therefore, meant a
well-filled house: in theatrical jargon, “a bumper.”
As this depended on the popularity of the beneficiary with the public, the benefits usually came near
the close of the season.
The typical theatre bill, from New York to New
Orleans, comprised a longer mainpiece of some
dramatic pretensions and a short afterpiece. The
interval between the two was given to the orchestra;
but often an “Interlude” was substituted - a song,
a dance, a recitation, a brief skit. And sometimes,
as entr’ actés in the mainpiece, songs, dances, or
other novelties were given. These early players
liked to give their audiences their money’s worth.
Occasionally, but comparatively seldom, the farce
was used as a curtain-raiser, while the mainpiece
closed the program.
The mainpiece might be a comedy, a melodrama,
or a tragedy; the afterpiece was, almost without
exception, a farce. The public of the time had a
robust appetite for sensational drama and low
comedy, and the actors very generally gave them
what they wanted. This taste, however, in no way
hindered their keen enjoyment of Shaksperean
drama. On the New Orleans stage of the period, for
example, Shakspere was by far the most popular of
all the dramatists represented. And of his plays,
Published by STARS, 1946
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the tragedies, especially Richard III, Hamlet, Macbeth and Othello, were the favorites. 5
The dramatic performances in early Florida of
which we have any knowledge all took place within
the period of twenty-five years from 1821 to 1845
inclusive. The places mentioned in the theatrical
records of these years as enjoying this entertainment were Pensacola, Apalachicola, Tallahassee, St.
Augustine, Tampa Bay and Key West; but the last
two are mentioned only incidentally. Occasionally a
theatrical company from North Florida visited Key
West. But for the most part it was, as was Tampa
Bay, a “stopping-off” place for entertainers on
their way from New Orleans to the West Indies or
to the eastern ports of the United States; or, for
those making the trip in the reverse direction with
New Orleans as their destination.
This story is concerned in the main, then, with
theatrical activities in Pensacola, Apalachicola,
Tallahassee and St. Augustine. But passing notice
is given to such other entertainments as engaged
the interest of dwellers in those towns.
I
Pensacola
In prospecting for places to take his theatrical
corps, a manager would be concerned first of all
with the outlook for patronage. Pensacola, in 1821,
had much to offer in this respect. Early in 1820, the
pioneer theatrical manager, N. M. Ludlow, had decided to pursue his profession of actor-manager in
this Florida town; but he was later dissuaded from
this venture. Ludlow gave as his reason for his first
decision the fact that “Pensacola was supposed to
be the El Dorado of the United States, a point at
which fortunes could be picked up in two or three
5. Smithers, op cit., p. 86.
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years. . . . The description that was sent abroad of
its grand bay, its unrivalled harbor, and its beautiful site for a city, was imbuing people with the most
extravagant notions of its sudden importance.’’6
Conditions in Pensacola in the summer of 1821
bore out Ludlow’s statement. The normal population of substantial citizens was swollen to three
times its size by the influx from all over the United
States of land speculators and gentlemen of fortune,
with the usual complement, no doubt, of gamblers
and swindlers: all intent on getting in on the big
money, some by fair means, some by foul. The
population of the town rose to 4000. 7 Among the
transients of that summer were a company of actors
headed by the Manager Andrew J. Allen.
The theatre opened the evening of July 17, the
day on which the Spanish and American flags were
exchanged. This was spoken of as “a happy coincidence,’’ 8 as indeed it was. But it is more than
likely that it was carefully arranged. Allen, the
Manager, with his keen sense of the theatrical would
hardly overlook the spectacular value of Pensacola’s
big day as an opening date.
The new playhouse was given the timely and imposing name of ‘‘The Jacksonian Commonwealth
Theatre.” Aside from the name, we know almost
nothing about it. The scale of admission prices indicates that there were Boxes, so-called. But of the
capacity of the house, the size and appointments of
the stage, we know nothing.
The fact that the proprietor in the summer of
6. N. M. Ludlow, Dramatic Life as I found It (St. Louis, 1880),
pp. 199-200.
7. Pensacola Gazette, December 4, 1824, “Sketches of West
Florida, No. VII, Towns.” Unsigned article by John Lee
Williams.
8. James Parton, Life of Andrew Jackson (New York, 1861, 3
vols.), II. 603, quoting a letter from Pensacola in the National
Intelligencer, August 17, 1821.
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1822 was a certain Mr. Cazenave gives a clue to its
location. Since 1805, D. Juan Cazenave, along with
various partners, had owned and operated a ballroom and place of general entertainment called
“The Tivoli.” This was located on the south side
of Tivoli, now East Zarragossa Street, 9 on a site opposite the rear of the former Episcopal Church. It
is possible, and not at all unlikely, that in 1821,
Cazenave fitted up “The Tivoli” for dramatic entertainments and rechristened it with the highsounding name of The Jacksonian Commonwealth
Theatre.
The delay in getting the Pensacola Floridian
started leaves us without an item of entertainment
news for a full month after July 17. 10 But the first
issue on August 18 contained two pertinent advertisements. In the first, “Mr. Pepin Manager of the
Equestrian Company, recently from Havana” informed the public of Pensacola that the opening
performance of his Circus would be given on
Wednesday, August 22, when a variety of astonishing feats of horsemanship would be exhibited worthy
of their attention.
If Victor Pepin was living up to his past
reputation, the advertisement did not overstate the
merits of his performance. Every year from 1808 to
9. Floridian, August 10, 1822; Proceedings of the Board of Commissioners . . . West Florida, July 17, 1822 to July 24, 1824,
p. 47, MS. in Florida Commissioner of Agriculture’s office;
House Doc. 111, 18th Cong., 2d sess. [120], pp. 164-166.
10. It would be rash to assume, however, that news would be
plentiful had the paper started early in the summer. The
proprietors of the Pensacola papers never did attach much
value to theatre news. Their main interest seems to have
been in printing theatre handbills and advertisements, for
which, we may guess, they were well paid. As no handbills
have been preserved, our knowledge of public entertainments,
so far as the papers are concerned, comes from the advertisements, from an occasional brief comment of the Editor,
or from “communications” by subscribers.
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1813, except 1812, Pepin and Breschard’s Circus,
and in 1818 and 1819, Pepin’s Circus, had been
among the most popular summer attractions in New
York. Here were exhibited equestrian feats that
were truly astonishing and worthy of anybody’s
attention.
Unless there was another Circus in the vicinity
about the same time as Pepin’s he must have run
into financial difficulties in Pensacola. An advertisement in the Floridian of September 8, headed
“Circus for Sale,” notified the public: “The Circus
will be sold Thursday at 10 o’clock, if not previously
sold at private sale.”
The
second
advertisement
was
headed
“Theatre” and announced, with its quaint and redundant courtesy: “The Manager is happy in
having the honor of informing the public that he will
have the pleasure of introducing for their approbation this evening, Mr. Hanna, late of the Orleans
and Western Theatres 11 in the character of Baron
Steinfort, being his first appearance. . . . Tickets to
be had at the Theatre, or at Mr. Kenners. Admittance, Box $1, Pit 75 cents, Children 50 cents.”
The company before Hanna joined them had
included Messrs. Allen, Legg, Lewis, J. M. Scott,
Taylor, John Vaughan, Mrs. Legg, Mrs. Vaughan,
and apparently a Mrs. Price. A melancholy note in
connection with this personnel is the news item
“communicated” to the Floridian of September 15
that Mrs. Eliza Vaughan, daughter of Dr. William
H. Newberry of Frankfort, Kentucky, and consort
of Mr. John Vaughan, “of the Theatre in this
11. Writers on theatrical affairs divided the Northern theatres
into two groups; those east of the Allegheny mountains they
called the Eastern Theatres; those west, the Western. Most
of the latter were situated in the towns and cities of the Ohio
river valley, beginning with Pittsburgh. But the St. Louis
Theatre was also included in the western group.
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place,” had died on Wednesday, “the 13th ult.,” in
the twenty-third year of her age. She left three
small children.
After the company went to New Orleans early
in November, the Louisiana Gazette reported that
“the managers were looking for actresses to fill the
places recently left vacant by the deaths of Mrs.
Price and Mrs. Vaughan, two of their number.” 12
In introducing Hanna August 18, Allen presented
as the mainpiece Kotzebue’s The Stranger 13 and the
farce, Fortune’s Frolic. The cast of the mainpiece
was: The Stranger - Scott; Baron Steinfort - Hanna; Count Wintersen - An Amateur; SolomonTaylor; Peter - Allen; Francis - Lewis; Tobias - not
named; Mrs. Haller - Mrs. Legg. The full cast calls
for a number of other female characters, and in
happier days, we may suppose, Mrs. Vaughan and
Mrs. Price would have had two of these parts.
The cast for the farce was: Old Snacks - Allen;
Robin Roughhead - Hanna; Rattle - Legg; BanksTaylor;
Countryman - Lewis; Clown - Shot
(Scott?); Dolly Duckling - Mrs. Legg; Nancy - “A
Young Lady-first appearance on any stage.” In
theatrical annals first appearances on any stage are
frequent. This may have been another Pensacola
amateur.
The bill for September 8 was “Shakspere’s
admired comedy of Catherine and Petruchio” 14 and
Mrs. Inchbald’s farce Animal Magnetism. 15 In the
mainpiece Mrs. Legg no doubt played Catherine to
either Scott’s or Hanna’s Petruchio.
Toward the end of the season, Allen requested
12. Smithers, op. cit., p. 113, quoting the Louisiana Gazette,
November 6, 1821.
13. This was an English version of Kotzebue’s Misanthropy and
Repentance.
14. This was Garrick’s adaptation of Shakspere’s Taming of the
Shrew.
15. Floridian, September 8, 1821.
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all those who had any demands against him as Manager of The Jacksonian Commonwealth Theatre to
send them in for adjustment, as he was planning to
leave for New Orleans for the purpose of opening
the St. Philip Street Theatre for the winter. 16
There must have been a number of benefit performances, but we know of only two. The evening of
October 9, a benefit was given for “Mr. alias Miss
Barremore.” This mildly jocose appellation leaves
us completely in the dark as to who the beneficiary
was. The bill for this performance was M. G.
Lewis’s romantic drama, The Castle Spectre and the
farce, The Spoiled Child. In the drama, Earl Osmond
was played by Vaughan; Hassan by Scott; Angela,
by Mrs. Legg.
As a part of the company’s repertoire must be
listed also Dunlap’s Abaellino, The Great Bandit
and the farce The Review or The Wags of Windsor.
In these Allen himself played “with great success”
the parts Abaellino and Caleb Quotem respectively. 17
The season closed on October 22 with a benefit
for the Band. The Editor of the Floridian must
have liked music, for he expressed the hope that as
“the Musicians receive no other compensation for
their long and faithful services” . . . “the lovers of
Music will fill the Boxes.” 18
In this summer of 1821, Allen and his company
gave Pensacola fourteen weeks of “legitimate”
drama, or as some writers liked to call it, “rational
amusement.” And if, as is practically certain, the
company followed the usual plan of giving three
performances a week, there were in all forty or more
entertainments, a number of which certainly were
repetitions “by desire” or by necessity.
16. Ibid., October 8, 1821.
17. Sol Smith, Theatrical Management in the West and South
for Thirty Years (New York, 1868), p. 138.
18. Floridian, October 22, 1821.
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The company’s advertisements give us the
merest intimation of the size of the repertory. But
they indicate its quality very well. These dramas
and farces as, no doubt, were those whose names we
do not have, were standard in every theatre in the
country and had been received by the public with
enthusiasm hundreds of times. That, of course, was
the reason they were being given in Pensacola.
The members of the company, too, were typical
stock actors. At least two of them were excellent
in their kind, and afterward became well known. The
best male actor in the group was J. M. Scott. His
theatre friends gave him three nick-names: “Big”
Scott for his stature of over six feet; “Tragedy”
Scott for his skillful acting in “heavy” parts; and
Long Tom Coffin, for that rôle in Wallack’s play
Paul Jones, a rôle which Scott created in the New
York premiere of the play in 1827, and which
brought him fame in the theatre. He spent most of
his career in the Western and Southern theatres.
But between 1825 and 1830 he was well-known in
New York as “an excellent actor who became a
mainstay of Chatham Garden and other leading
theatres.” 19
The Legg who played Rattle in the farce August
18, was presumably the husband of Mrs. Legg. But
in the fall or late summer of 1822, Mrs. Legg became
Mrs. Stone, wife of the actor-playwright John
Augustus Stone. From 1822 to 1835, as Mrs. Stone,
she played successfully in both comedy and tragedy
in the leading New York and Philadelphia theatres.
After 1835, as Mrs. Bannister, the wife of another
actor-playwright, N. H. Bannister, she continued
her career in New Orleans and New York. She was
an accomplished and popular actress.
19. George C. D. Odell, Annals of the New York Stage (New
York, 1927-1945, 14 vols.), III, 160.
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In many ways, the most interesting member of
the group was the eccentric Manager, Andrew J.
Allen. Immediately before coming to Pensacola, his
activities in New York theatres had netted him more
debts than gains, and his trip to the South was
hastened as much by the attentions of his creditors
in New York as by the lure of easy money in
Pensacola. 20 His confreres called him “Dummy”
Allen, probably from his physical defects. He was
partially deaf and had an adenoidal difficulty which
turned his m’s and n’s into b’s and d’s. Strange
and, one would think, fatal flaws in an actor! But
they were not. In his time, he played many partsmostly secondary ones. He was an ardent admirer
of General Andrew Jackson, and showed it by
adopting as his own middle name the surname of the
Great Soldier. If General Andrew Jackson occupied
a box at the theatre on the evening of July 17, it
must have been a proud moment for the other
Andrew Jackson when they faced each other across
the footlights of The Jacksonian Commonwealth
Theatre. 21
The entertainment season of 1822 was in progress early in May. For the evening of May 6,
Messrs. Scherer and Garner announced a concert
and ball, the last of a series, in the Spanish Lodge
Room on Water Street. The program included a
number of songs; a “Symphony” by Mozart,
Haydn, and Dussek; and concluded, “by particular
20. O. S. Coad and Edwin Mims, Jr., The American Stage (The
Pageant of America, Vol. 14, New Haven, 1929), p. 175.
21. Mrs. Jackson attended the theatre in Pensacola, as she wrote
her friend, “once, and then with much reluctance.” Her
disdain was religious rather than aesthetic. Rachel Jackson
was stickily pious, and to her Pensacola was a vile place.
Being marooned there in the summer of 1821 was like being
in “a vast and howling wilderness, far from [her] friends
in the Lord.” Parton, op. cit., II, 597 ff. Letters of Rachel
Jackson, written from Pensacola, to Eliza Kingsley.
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desire,” with the “celebrated Cantata of William
Tell, The Swiss Patriot.” 22
At The Jacksonian Commonwealth Theatre on
June 1, appeared Mr. Potter, Ventriloquist and
Emperor of all the Conjurers, who had performed
in most of the principal cities in Europe and America and who had just arrived in Pensacola. 23 The
program in three parts was a melange of legerdemain, ventriloquism and impersonations, interspersed with comic songs and professional patter,
to say nothing of a Dissertation on Noses-all by
Mr. Potter. Appraised by quantity the show was
worth many times the seventy-five cents Mr. Potter
asked for it.
Late in June a company of actors began a twenty-night engagement at the theatre, playing three
nights a week. The season opened June 22 and
closed August 6.
The company included Messrs. Carr, Frethey,
Scholes, Vaughan, Vos, Wells, Mrs. DeGrushe and
Mrs. Vos. Carr, Frethey, Scholes and the Vos’s
were announced as making their first appearance in
Pansacola. John Vaughan who had been in Allen’s
company the preceding summer seems to have been
the Manager.
For the opening night, Vaughan presented “the
much admired Tragedy in five acts, called Douglas,
or The Noble Kinsman.” The afterpiece was the
farce Miss in Her Teens. Between the play and the
farce, Mr. Carr sang the comic song Nothing at
All. 24
A hiatus in the files of the Floridian from June
22 to July 20, leaves us with only a few details of
the news of the rest of the season. At Vaughan’s
benefit on August 2, Master J. Twible, aged thir22. Floridian, May 4, 1822.
24. Ibid., June 22, 1822.

23. Ibid., June 1, 1822.
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teen, volunteered a song. One who heard him was
“unaffectedly delighted and surprised at his
powers.” 25 As a result of this favorable impression,
Master Twible, assisted by his father “Mr. T.
sen’r,” who had “sung in many eastern cities,”
gave a concert the following Monday evening,
August 5.
Mrs. DeGrushe’s benefit was set for Friday,
August 9. But the following day she found it necessary to inform her friends and the public generally
that the performance had been unavoidably postponed, “in consequence of Mr. Cazenaves refusing
the Theatre after having promised the same.“ 26
Someone had been reckless with the truth, and it
wasn’t Mrs. DeGrushe.
The members of the company need not detain us
long. With the exception of Vaughan, Mr. Vos, and
Mrs. DeGrushe, they were “second and third
string” stock actors. J. H. Vos had acted in New
Orleans as early as 1817. He had a fair native
talent, and by 1822 was a competent actor in heavy
rôles, “rough and crude, yet attended with some
signs of genius.” 27
Mrs. DeGrushe, originally from the Cincinnati
theatre, was the former wife of Thomas Morgan,
who, in the spring of 1818, along with Ludlow and
John Vaughan, had “managed” the company at the
St. Philip Street Theatre in New Orleans. Mrs.
Morgan’s acting in that company received favorable
notice. 28 Thomas Morgan died in July 1818, in
Natchez, while he and Mrs. Morgan were filling a
summer engagement at the Natchez Theatre. 29
25. “Communicated,” ibid., August 3, 1822.
26. Mrs. DeGrushe’s “Card,” ibid., August 10, 1822.
27. Ludlow, op. cit., p. 270.
28. Smithers, op. cit., p. 97.
29. William B. Hamilton, “The Theatre in the Old Southwest:
The First Decade at Natchez,” American Literature, XII
(1940-41), 481.
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Sometime after the fall of 1820, she married Mr.
DeGrushe, a comedian and singer in the Natchez
company. Early in 1822 she had come from Cincinnati to New Orleans hoping to get an engagement
in J. H. Caldwell's company but was disappointed.
Her theatre friends came to her help by giving her a
benefit on April 24. 30 It is pleasant to think that her
old friend John Vaughan was lending her a hand by
bringing her to Pensacola.
The Floridian of August 17, 1822, carried the
news that yellow fever had appeared in Pensacola
and that there were seven or eight deaths in the
previous week. In Niles’Register, October 19, 1822,
among those listed as dying in the yellow fever
epidemic in Pensacola was “a Mr. Car, comedian.” 31
With the collapse of the boom of 1821, Pensacola
fell upon evil times. A contemporary writer paints
a sombre picture of conditions: of the devastations
by the yellow fever in 1822; of the total lack of commerce and industry; of the community’s sole
reliance for currency on the pay of a few companies
of troops. The city which in 1821 boasted 4000 inhabitants, in 1824 could muster hardly 1400. 32
Through these lean years, Pensacola was no
place for a theatre; and it is not surprising that we
have no entertainment news until the spring of 1828.
In its issue of April 18, 1828, the Gazette announced:
“The citizens of Pensacola are now favored with the
presence of a small company of Theatrical Performers, which has not been the case for several years
past.”
The members of the company were Messrs.
Hartwig, Lear, Jones, Myers, Mrs. Hartwig and
Mrs. DeGrushe. On the opening night, they pre30. Smithers, op. cit., p. 114. 31. Vol. XXIII. p. 78.
32. Pensacola Gazette, December 14, 1824, John Lee Williams,
article cited.
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sented as the mainpiece the tragedy of Douglas,
with Marie Kemble's comedy The Day After the
Wedding as the afterpiece. The evening of April 18,
the bill was the comedy Simpson and Co., followed
by the farce Fortune’s Frolic. On April 25, “The
Theatrical Corps of Pensacola” announced that,
“being desirous to produce every novelty that may
be deemed attractive,” they had made arrangements with Mr. Myers to sing a few evenings, and
they requested the approbation and support of their
“hitherto liberal Patrons.” 33
The only other news of the season was that the
benefit of Mr. Jones, announced for May 2, had to
be postponed till the 12th because of the “unfavorable aspect of the weather.” 34
The company left Pensacola for Philadelphia on
May 26. 35
On June 10, “Othello Jackson Begged leave to
remind the citizens of Pensacola that, in the midst
of the general good feeling which prevailed there,
and in the bosom of a society whose proudest boast
was its devotion to social order and its subserviency
to Laws, he had had the misfortune, in two instances, to be greatly abused. Othello’s latest grievance
was that someone had entered his house, removed
his trunk, and made way with its contents consisting
of all his clothes and sixty-five or seventy dollars in
cash. He now asked law-abiding Pensacolians to
help him recoup his losses by attending his last performance in the city, to be given at the Theatre “by
particular request.” The tickets would be 50 cents
each, and on his part Othello promised to present
his usual feats of Agility, performances on the
Violin &c &c. 36
In February of 1829, the Hartwigs returned to
33. Ibid., April 25, 1828. 34. Ibid., May 9, 1828.
35. Ship News, ibid., May 30, 1828.
36. Ibid., June 10, 1828.
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Pensacola with a small company of actors new to the
city. The group apparently were en route to the
Theatre in Mobile. 37 The new members were Rice,
Saunders, one other unnamed actor, Mrs. Rice, and
Mary Vos. Their season seems to have been about
twenty nights, opening probably February 3, and
closing with Miss Vos’s benefit, March 20.
The only complete bill we have is the one of
Tuesday, February 17. It comprised three pieces.
The first was the farce A Day After the Fair, in
which Mr. Rice appeared in six, and Mrs. Hartwig
in three, different characters. In the course of the
play, Mrs. Rice and Mrs. Hartwig each sang a number of “celebrated songs. ” The second was the short
farce The Irish Tutor, Mr. Rice playing Teddy
O’Rourke and Mrs. Hartwig Mary.
The closing piece was the “laughable Ballette,”
The Cobbler’s Daughter or Old Hunks Outwitted.
Mr. Hartwig played Old Hunks, Mr. Rice, Crispin
the Cobbler, and Mrs. Hartwig, Fanny. In the
course of the Ballette, there was a comic dance by
Mr. Rice, a pas seul by Mrs. Hartwig, and a Figure
Dance by the Characters of the play. 38 The company's ‘‘heavy man” was sitting the evening out.
Saunders took his benefit on Friday, March 13.
In addition to the play, not named, there was a
“Theatrical Lottery,” the prizes including two gold
seals, a key and ring, a set of The Casket for 1828,
twelve barege handkerchiefs, one dozen elegant
half-hose, and a dissected Puzzle Map. After the
show a balloon 18 feet high and 52 feet in circumference ascended from back of the Theatre. A wellfilled evening! 39
For her benefit March 20, Miss Vos announced
as the mainpiece, Pizarro, or The Spaniards in Peru,
37. Ship News, ibid., February 3, 1829.
39. Ibid., March 10, 1829.
38. Ibid., February 17, 1829.
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to be followed by the farce All the World’s a Stage,
“with other entertainment.” 40 No casts were announced, but in the tragedy Mrs. Hartwig probably
played Elvira and Miss Vos, Cora.
This small company had three members who
afterward were widely known in American theatres.
T. D. Rice was at this time a theatrical novice; but
later his “Jim Crow” songs and impersonations
not only gave him the nick-name “Jim Crow” Rice
but also brought him riches and fame, at home and
abroad.
Mary Vos was the daughter of the Vos’s who
were in Pensacola in the summer of 1822. At this
time she was about fifteen years old and was just
beginning her stage career. For the following
twenty-five years or so, she was known in the Western theatres as a capable and useful actress, tho
lacking polish and refinement. Her New York experience was limited to a short engagement in the
fall of 1835. After 1838 she was known on the stage
by her married name, Mrs. Stuart.
This season Mrs. Hartwig must have felt the
need of making a little money on the side. For she
let it be known that during her stay in Pensacola she
would offer the ladies of the city private lessons in
dancing at their residences ; and that she would start
a “school” as soon as she had obtained a class of
ten “scholars.” Terms to be made known on
application to her. 41
This rôle, tho somewhat different from Mrs.
Hartwig’s usual ones, need not surprise us. This
gifted English actress became almost a celebrity for
her versatility. She was equally at home in equestrian drama, in tragedy and in comedy. She made
her debut in the United States as an equestrienne,
40. Ibid., March 17, 1829.
41. Mrs. Hartwig’s “Card,” ibid., February 10, 1829.
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appearing with her husband, the equestrian Samuel
Tatnall, first in Philadelphia and later in the circuses and theatres in New York. She spent a large
portion of her professional life in Southern theatres,
principally at New Orleans. In private life she
showed a remarkable adeptness at getting herself
married,- five times in all. Until about 1827, she
was known in the theatre as Mrs. Tatnall; between
1827 and 1834, as Mrs. Hartwig. After 1834 she
appeared on the stage under her maiden name of
Fanny Pritchard, with “Mrs.” prefixed.
If the people of Pensacola, between 1829 and
1837 were offered entertainment of any kind, no
record of it has been left to us. From 1835 to 1837
the city was going thro the boom in real estate
incident to the projected Florida, Alabama and
Georgia Railroad, and the visions of “a new city of
Pensacola.” Visitors were plentiful and so was
money. We should expect those years to be good
ones for the theatre. But actors apparently thought
otherwise. Only in the spring of 1837 do we find a
few signs of life in the entertainment field.
The Jacksonian Commonwealth Theatre had long
since expired, no doubt from inanition. Only makeshift facilities for public entertainments were available. The “lower apartment” of Wilkins’ New
Hotel, and afterward the dining-room of the Florida
House, the new name of Wilkins’ Hotel, were
utilized when needed.
At length, early in August, the Pensacola Gazette
reported, “A theatre has been very prettily fitted
up at The Florida House, and in the course of the
past week, our citizens have been entertained with
the scenic representations of a dramatic corps made
up from the Theatre of New Orleans and Mobile.” 42
And, as this was the first entertainment of the kind
42. Ibid., August 5, 1837.
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that had marked “the growing prosperity of Pensacola,” the Editor hoped it might be encouraged.
If it was, it was not newsworthy. Nor do we have
the least inkling of who made up the dramatic corps
the Editor mentions, or of the names of their
“scenic representations.”
However, before the new theatre was opened,
there had been two short seasons of entertainment
that are of interest, not because they were dramatic
representations but because they were offered by
theatrical people. Early in March, the famous
Barnes family, on their way from New Orleans to
Mobile, stopped in Pensacola for a week or ten
days. 43 And on July 3, Little Miss Meadows, assisted
by Mrs. Frederick Brown and Vincent DeCamp, of
the Mobile Theatre, gave the last of a series of
“concerts.” 44 Between these entertainments by representatives of the theatre, the claims of “science”
were asserted by Dr. Powell, who delivered two
lectures
on Phrenology the evenings of May 22 and
23. 45
The Barnes family consisted of the actors J. H.
Barnes, his wife, and his daughter Charlotte, at this
time lacking one month of being nineteen years old.
No details of their entertainments in Pensacola have
been preserved. But one may, with a good deal of
certainty, conjecture that their programs comprised
scenes for one, two, or three speakers. In these
Charlotte could take either a young woman’s or a
young man’s part, as the case might demand. The
serious and comic would be nicely balanced, and
there would be songs by Mr. Barnes, and by his
daughter, and possibly, piano selections and dancing
by Charlotte alone.
The New Orleans True American congratulated
Pensacolians on the coming visit of the Barnes trio,
43. Ibid., March 11, 1837.
44. Ibid., June 3, 1837.
45. Ibid., May 27, 1837.
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and warned “the gallant sons of the Navy Yard”
to look well to their hearts when “the beautiful
Charlotte Barnes with her finished acting and skill
at the piano” appeared before them. 46 To which the
Editor of the Gazette replied, “Thank you Mr. True
American - we have, it is believed, given the Barneses a warm reception, and we have taken care of our
hearts-as well as we could.” 47
The Editor, who usually attached no exaggerated news value to the theatre, was capable of a
large eloquence when it came to some of its
personnel. “The tragedy of LaFitte by Miss Charlotte Barnes,’’ he wrote, after the family had
reached Mobile, ‘‘is winning golden opinions for its
fair and gifted authoress. . . . Tho but ‘sweet seventeen,’she has written much that is worthy of being
read and admired. A few more such ‘bright particular stars’ as Fanny Kemble and Charlotte
Barnes, and it will come to be thought that the stage
is the peculiar nursery of Dramatic literature, that
it exerts a kind of moral alchemy, and where the
ingredients of mind and character are properly
mixed and proportioned, turns everything to
gold.” 48
It is permissible to wonder if the writer would
have indulged in this journalistic effusion if Charlotte Barnes at the time had been homely and
twenty-seven years old instead of (as he thought)
seventeen. The Barneses were certainly a gifted
family; but their talents, arranged in the rising
order of excellence, would read, the daughter’s, the
father’s, the mother’s. In New York, for many
years following their debut in 1816, “Jack” Barnes
was extremely popular as a low comedian, and Mrs.
Barnes was even more a favorite for her finished
46. Copied, ibid., March 11, 1838.
48. Ibid., April 1, 1837.
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acting both in comedy and tragedy. Ludlow’s
opinion, a little sour, perhaps, that in New Orleans
Charlotte “was greatly applauded on account of her
parents more than for her talent” 49 is not at all
implausible.
On her concert program June 3, Miss Meadows
sang, in addition to two solos, a duet with Mrs.
Brown and one with Mr. DeCamp. She also recited,
“by desire, ” “Advice to Husbands and Wives.”
DeCamp contributed two comic songs. The evening
closed with a cotillion party, for which “a band had
been engaged.” 50
Miss Meadows was one of the juvenile prodigies
who every once in a while astonished and delighted
theatre audiences. She was about eight years old
and an extremely beautiful child. Mrs. Brown was
her guardian and teacher. At this early age she was
a clever dancer and singer as well as an excellent
actress in child characters. She continued on the
stage until she was eighteen or nineteen years old
and then passed out of public notice.
Vincent DeCamp, “a very talented comedian,” 51
was the brother of Mrs. Brown and also of Mrs.
Charles Kemble, the wife of the famous actor and
Manager of Covent Garden. DeCamp was wellknown in the theatres of London, New York,
Charleston, and New Orleans, and was by now an
old “stager,” past sixty years of age. A later writer
refers to him when he was still in his forties as an
“elderly representative of airy youths.” 52 If
DeCamp had a penchant for the incongruous, it did
not grow less as he grew older. At sixty-plus, he was
singing duets in public with an eight year old girl.
On two occasions, in September, the Editor of
the Pensacola Gazette was invited to attend amateur
49. Ludlow, op. cit., p. 541.
50. Pensacola Gazette, June 3, 1837.
51. Sol Smith, op. cit., p. 136.
52. Odell, op. cit., II, 98.
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dramatic performances, presented by the crew of the
sloop Concord of the U. S. Navy on board their ship.
The offering the first evening was Fitzball’s melodrama The Floating Beacon. The second evening
the “corps dramatique” presented the tragedy of
Douglas, “together with songs &c,” followed by the
farce The Lying Valet. Between the pieces “all
hands were piped to grog.”
The first evening “the audience was of both
sexes and numerous, more numerous, we venture to
say, than any audience that ever before honored the
drama here.” 53 The second night, the spectators,
some 400 or 500, consisted entirely of the crews invited from other ships of the squadron. It was a
hilarious evening and for once the Editor made a
good story of his visit to the “Theatre.” 54
In April, 1838, the Barnes family, accompanied
by Mr. Harrison of the New Orleans Theatre,
stopped at Pensacola on their way to St. Joseph.
During their stay of about two weeks, their little
theatre at the Florida House was “crowded every
night to suffocation;’’and, as usual, these popular
actors were “winning golden opinions” by their
artistry. 55
Between March 15 and April 12, 1842, Pensacola
was entertained by an excellent dramatic company
from New Orleans, under the management of Dan
McCartney. They were travelling in their own conveyance, the brig Good Hope, Captain Sullivan, with
Nassau, St. Thomas and adjacent islands, and
ultimately Jamaica, as their destinations. 56
The company included Messrs. C. L. Green, Gilbert, Sankey, the singer Pacaud, a dancer Lavette,
Miss Randolph, Miss E. Randolph, and Miss Green.
53. Pensacola Gazette, September 2, 1837.
55. Ibid., April 14 and 28, 1838
54. Ibid., September 16, 1837.
56. Ibid., March 19, 1842, and article from the New Orleans
Crescent City copied, ibid., March 26, 1842.
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Of the bills of the season we have only two, those
of March 18 and 19. On the former evening, the
company presented as the mainpiece Bulwer Lytton’s The Lady of Lyons and on the latter, Mrs.
Gore’s The Maid of Croissey. Both of these dramas
were comparatively new and very popular. We do
not have the name of the afterpiece on the 18th, but
on the 19th it was the farce The Dead Shot. Between
the drama and the farce were offered Description
of a Debating Society by Mr. Green; a comic song,
Billie Barlow, by Pacaud; and a dance El Jaleo de
Jeres, by Miss E. Randolph.
This young lady, another child wonder, was
fourteen years old. Three years before she had been
in great demand in various New York theatres for
her graceful dancing and her personal charm. 57 She
was in care of her elder sister, Miss Randolph, who
in New York, played secondary characters in mainpieces 58 but was accounted a good actress. 59
Sankey was an actor of old men’s parts and of
this type gave promise of being one of the best on
the American stage. On his return voyage from this
engagement in the West Indies he was shipwrecked
and drowned. 60
One final note will conclude the story of entertainment in Pensacola. The Apalachicola Watchman
of the Gulf reported in September, 1843, under the
heading “Theatre”: “Hart and company are again
at summer quarters at St. Joseph, after having
made a short but we trust brilliant opening at
Pensacola.” 61 Hart, as we shall see, was the Manager of the Apalachicola Theatre from 1840 to 1844.
This last item, then, leads naturally to the story of
theatrical entertainment in Apalachicola.
57. Odell, op. cit., IV, 463. 58. Ibid., p. 376.
59. Sol Smith, op. cit., p. 184. 60. Ibid., p. 156.
61. Watchman of the Gulf, September 9, 1843.
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comedy The Two Friends, followed by the farce,
Crossing the Line. Mrs. Judah was well liked in
Tallahassee and the Editor of the Floridian, in announcing her benefit, “bespoke” for her a bumper. 67
Mr. Judah presented as his mainpiece William Tell,
The Swiss Patriot. The afterpiece was the farce The
Spectre Bridegroom; and for good measure, the
evening, and the season, closed with the musical
comedy. The Swiss Cottage, or Why Don’t She
Marry? 68
Before leaving for Apalachicola, Judah announced his plans for establishing a permanent
theatre in Tallahassee. These included the erection
of a suitable building, if subscriptions of money
were sufficient, and if other encouragements were
offered. His further steps in carrying out these
plans will be noted later.
In June of’1839, Tallahassee enjoyed a series of
concerts by Miss Meadows. An advance notice
announced that she would give her first entertainment Monday evening, June 24, “if she arrives in
time;” 69 but we know only of the performances on
the 26th and 29th. Miss Meadows was advertised as
the “juvenile prodigy,”and those who attended her
concert on the 26th “spoke in the most enthusiastic
terms of her abilities.” One of these, in a communication to the Floridian, wrote: “I have never
witnessed any exhibition of the kind where sweetness of voice, accuracy of musical expression, and
pure simplicity of manner was more happily displayed. Added to this, the sylph-like form and
extreme youth and beauty of the performer, produced an effect altogether irresistible.” 70
Entertainers had appeared in Apalachicola before 1839. For example, just before Christmas of
67. Ibid.
68. Ibid., March 16, 1839. 69. Ibid., June 22, 1839.
70. Ibid., June 29, 1839.
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1837, the Keppells, “decidedly a musical trio,” gave
a farewell concert before leaving for New Orleans. 71
As early as March 1837, the City Fathers were giving the matter their attention. In raising revenues
for that year, they levied, for the first time, a tax
of ten dollars on “each and every theatrical performance, concert, or public exhibition.” 72 But so
far as we know, no real theatrical activities took
place until the performances of the Judah family
from March 23 to March 30, 1839, immediately following their short season in Tallahassee. We are
told nothing of the Apalachicola engagement except
that it opened with The Swiss Cottage, and that
some time within the week Judah portrayed the
character of Bertram in Maturin’s tragedy of that
name. 73
Judah’s visits to the two towns may have been
intended by him as trial balloons. If so, he was encouraged; for the following fall he returned to
Apalachicola with well-defined plans for establishing a theatre there, and for carrying out his theatrical project in Tallahassee.
He reached Apalachicola early in November and
immediately set to work to procure a suitable building and get it ready for his performances. 74 Before
his return, he had engaged a number of actors to
complete his company for the winter season. On
November 16, he opened the new theatre. It had
been fitted up in ‘‘a very neat and tasteful style,”
but neither the building nor the company was complete. The low river, perhaps, had delayed the
arrival of the scene painters and of some of the
actors. But they were on their way, and the new
71. Apalachicola Gazette, December 23, 1837.
72. Ibid., March 25, 1837. The following year the levy was
raised to twenty dollars; but in 1839, it was again placed at
ten dollars.
73. Ibid., March 30, 1839. 74. Ibid., November 6, 1839.
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theatre needed only a finishing touch with the
painters’brushes “to make it quite an ornament to
the city.” 75 As for the performances, Judah could
start with the actors who had already arrived, or
even with his family alone, as he had in the preceding spring.
Whatever expedient he adopted, it was not satisfactory. The public showed it little favor, and Judah
suspended the performances. But on December 7
he reopened, and the friendly Editor of the Gazette
hoped the neglect of the citizens would not compel
him again to close the theatre before the season was
over. 76
Finally the actors arrived and the company was
complete. We have no hint of who they were, except
that a Mr. Lopez was one of the number. It is practically certain that Mrs. Brown and her protégée,
Miss Meadows, who played with the company the
night of December 21, were appearing as stars.
Late in September of that year, about one-third
of the city of Mobile had been destroyed; and
Judah’s performance the night of December 21 was
a benefit for the “sufferers by the late fires.” The
mainpiece was Richard III, with Judah as Richard
and Mrs. Brown as Duchess of York. The afterpiece
was the favorite farce The Spoiled Child, which gave
Miss Meadows the oportunity to play Little Pickle,
one of her most attractive parts. Between the pieces,
she sang “Good Night, Good Night” accompanying
herself on the guitar, and one other solo, “The
Gypsy’s Wild Chaunt.” She also gave two solo
dances, “Tambourine Dance” and “Bavarian
Broom Dance.” Masters Jack and Charles Judah
each contributed a comic song.
The bill for January 1, 1840 was the melodrama
The Seven Clerks, followed by the popular farce
75. Ibid., November 23, 1839.

76. Ibid., December 7, 1839.
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Monsieur Tonson. The first evening of the New Year
was a gala occasion and the city’s “beauty and
fashion” were in full attendance. Boxes were “reserved for the Ladies and the Gentlemen accompanying them.” 77 After the melodrama, Mrs. Judah
delivered an “Address” to the Franklin Guards,
which she had prepared for the occasion, and presented to them a “splendid standard.” This graceful performance elicited a good deal of lyricism from
the Editor of the Gazette three days later when he
announced the benefit of this charming lady. 78
At her benefit on January 4, Mrs. Judah offered
as the mainpiece The Warlock of the Glen, “a new
Melodrama of deep and thrilling interest.” The
farce was The Dead Shot; and there was an interlude of songs and duets by Mrs. Judah and Masters
Charles and Jackie. Judah took his benefit on
January 25 in the tragedy Pizarro and the farce A
Pleasant Neighbor.
This performance seems to have been the last of
the season. In advertising his benefit, Judah served
notice that “all persons are forewarned against
trusting anyone on account of the theatre without a
written order from the subscriber, E. Judah.” 79 Two
months later, the Editorial Convention provided
that “the names of showmen and other travelling
professional characters who go off without paying
their printing bills be placed on the black list.“ 80 It
seems that some of Judah’s actors were a little less
than reliable.
From the frequent proddings of the public which
appeared in the Gazette, it appears that Judah’s
theatre was not too enthusiastically attended. This
was due to no shortcoming on the part of the Editor.
He had gone all out for the theatre as an enterprise
77. Ibid., January 1, 1840.
78. Ibid., January 4, 1840.
79. Ibid., January 25, 1840. 80. Ibid., April 4, 1840.
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which, if successful, would do much for the credit
and reputation of the city. He extolled Judah not
only as a good actor, but as a business man whose
reputation was of the utmost integrity. 81 He asserted
that Mrs. Judah would be counted a star on any
boards, 82 and that she acted with a judgment true to
nature and to life. 83 He was lyrical over her character in private life as of the greatest purity; and he
declared that as a private lady she was entitled to
“the homage of beauty, modesty, and talent from
everyone who feels the least touch of chivalry in his
bosom.” 84
In the preceding spring, on Judah’s first visit to
the town, the Editor had admonished “his honor the
Mayor and the honorable Council” that if they did
not “wish to be deemed Goths and Vandals by the
balance of the civilized world,” they would do well
to rescind the tax on theatrical exhibitions. 85 The
warning apparently had its effect. For an ordinance
of November 12, 1839 so amended a previous ordinance that the Clerk of the Council was permitted
to issue to Mr. Judah a license for one year from
date for the sum of One Hundred Dollars. 86 Judah
was getting his business in good shape for the season
of 1840-41.
Early in December, 1839, in furtherance of his
Tallahassee plans, Judah addressed a statement
“To the Literati of Florida.” In it he announced
that he had arranged to erect a new theatre in
Tallahassee, to be opened February 1, 1840. For the
purpose of encouraging writers and “placing the
drama on a respectable and permanent basis in this
section,” he was offering a prize for the best threeact drama, based on the history of Florida, preferably with two or three principal characters. Only
81. Ibid., November 23, 1839.
82. Ibid.. March 30, 1839.
83. Ibid., November 23, 1839.
84. Ibid., January 4, 1840.
85. Ibid., March 30, 1839.
86. Ibid., January 18, 1840.
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citizens of Florida were eligible to compete, and
their offerings were to be in the hands of the judges
before March 1, 1840.
The prize, which was to be awarded by a committee of “literary gentlemen,” was two hundred
dollars in cash and one-half the proceeds of the third
performance of the new play. Communications were
to be addressed to Judah at Apalachicola till February 1, 1840, and after that date, at Tallahassee. 87
If Judah had any response to this announcement,
there is no record of it. Nor do we know anything
of his activities in Tallahassee that winter. But
between February 1, when he was due there, and the
middle of March, when he was back in Apalachicola,
there was ample time, not only to give a season of
drama, but also to make all necessary arrangements
for completing his new theatre. 88 It may be, then,
that by early March his plans for the season of
1840-41 in Tallahassee were well under way, as they
already were in Apalachicola. But all of Judah’s
hopes for theatres in Tallahassee and Apalachicola
were destined not to be fulfilled. Accompanied by
Mr. Lopez, the Judah family left Apalachicola
March 20, 1840, on the schooner Emblem. Five days
later, the Emblem capsized off the Tortugas and the
entire party perished. 89

87. Ibid., December 7, 1839. The advertisement was repeated
in the Gazette as late as January 25, 1840.
88. It evidently was not ready to open February 1, as Judah had
announced. P. W. Gautier, after a visit to Tallahassee the
following May, wrote, “the building is yet unfinished.” This
ought to mean that it had been begun. St. Joseph Times,
May 26, 1840.
89. This was the account of the disaster published in the Apalachicola Gazette, April 18, 1840, and, no doubt, generally accepted as true in North Florida. The report, however, does
not take into account the possibility that some of the party
might have been rescued. There are some indications that
that is what happened. To mention one, T. A. Brown, in
his History of the American Stage (New York, 1870), p.
199, writing of Emanuel Judah, tells of his being drowned.
In the same context, he speaks of Sophia Judah as Emanuel
Judah’s wife, and gives he date of her death as November
9, 1865.
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An amusing afternote - a little pathetic, too - will
conclude the account of Judah’s hapless ventures.
In establishing a new theatre, it was the custom of
managers to offer a prize for an “Address” in
verse, to be spoken on the opening night. Our
knowledge that Judah offered such a prize in connection with the Tallahassee Theatre, we owe to P.
W. Gautier of the St. Joseph Times.
The flavor of Gautier’s journalism justifies our
letting him tell his own story: “On a late visit to
Tallahassee, the following address was pirated from
the escritoire of a young friend who has been occasionally known to flirt with the Nine, and at times
with more than the Nine. . . . The lines were written
upon the offer of a prize by the late Mr. Judah, for
an address to be spoken at the opening of the Tallahassee Theatre. The building is yet unfinished, and
Mr. Judah is drowned; but as the address is smooth
in verse and of classic vein, we thought the writer
and the public would excuse the piracy which gives
it a place in our columns.” 90
The address comprises sixty-six pentameter lines
rhyming in couplets. In conventional style, the
writer begins with the drama in ancient Greece;
pays tribute to Shakspere and Garrick; and glorifies
the drama of all time as a gift to humanity which
elevates the mind, exalts the morals, and guides the
taste. He felicitates the Tallahassee audience on its
being their privilege to greet its coming “in the land
of flowers,” and ends in the same key with a dozen
lines of local complacence:
Patrons, to you the sons of Thespis bend,
In you they see the censor and the friend;
O! let your just approval cheer their toil,
And give the Drama welcome to your soil.
Ausonian land! with gifts profusive strewn,
90. St. Joseph Times, May 26, 1840.
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Where sempiternal Spring has made her throne,
Where the “sweet South!’’ that woos, e’en now
is pure
As the glad waves that murmuring kiss thy
shore;
Here where the clime, the sky, the air are fraught
With incense to the Nine, and fire to thought,
The grateful Muse shall proudly rear her dome;
Greece gave her birth-fair Florida a home.
W. R. Hart became the Manager of the Apalachicola Theatre in December, 1840. This favorite
comedian came originally from New York state. Like
so many others, he was attracted to the South and
came finally to Charleston. He was an actor in the
company at the Old Charleston Theatre from 1831 to
1833, under Vincent DeCamp’s management; and,
with W. Hardy as partner, had charge of the Queen
Street Theatre from 1833 to the spring of 1836. 91
When, in June 1835, Sol Smith disposed of his
theatres in Columbus and Montgomery, Hart succeeded him as Manager. 9 2 In consequence of some
trouble between Hart and Hardy and a number of
their actors in February 1836, 93 Hart seems to have
left Charleston for good and to have given all his
attention to his Columbus-Montgomery enterprise.
Except for the erection of a new building in
Tallahassee, the plans initiated by E. Judah fitted
very well with his own. His location in Columbus,
at the head of navigation on the Chattahoochee
river, made it easy and advantageous to extend his
Georgia-Alabama circuit to include Apalachicola
and Tallahassee. But we shall also see him operating as far away as Key West and Nassau, and at
least once in Pensacola.
In Hart and Hardy’s company at the Charleston
91. Hoole, op. cit., pp. 34-37.
92. Sol Smith, op. cit., p. 192.
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Queen Street Theatre from 1833 to 1836, were the
Carter family, consisting of John Carter, his wife,
and daughter. They were thoroughly seasoned
actors, who since the middle twenties had been playing in southern stock companies, first in Ludlow’s
and later in Sol Smith’s. Sometime before the opening of the season of 1834-35 Miss Carter became
Mrs. Hart. The Carter and Hart families thus became the nucleus of Hart’s permanent company in
Columbus and Montgomery. In addition to them, in
the season of 1840-41, the company included Messrs.
Field, Finch, Germon, and Miss Williams. With this
group, Hart opened in Apalachicola about December
14 and played till December 28.
The theatre advertisements and “communications” to the papers give us a very good idea of the
company’s repertoire. On December 16 was presented Knowles’ drama The Hunchback, with the
farce The Reformed Rake. The bill for the 17th was
Payne’s melodrama Therèse. For her benefit on the
21st, Mrs. Hart chose the musical comedy The Deep,
Deep Sea. On December 23 the mainpiece was Bulwer Lytton’s drama The Lady of Lyons, the afterpiece, The Pleasant Neighbor. Bluebeard was the
next mainpiece, and Mrs. Carter’s benefit on the
26th brought the nautical drama Black-ey’d Susan,
followed by The Turn Out. On December 28, Miss
Williams took her benefit with the comedy Simpson
and Co. and the farce The Rival Pages. Hart was
balancing time-honored favorites with more recent
popular successes, such as The Hunchback and The
Lady of Lyons. This was good drama and richly
deserved the generous patronage it received. 94
The successful entertainments called forth some
interesting comments from attendants at the performances. Mr. Gautier came over from St. Joseph
94. Apalachicolian, December 26, 1840.
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for the evening of the 16th, not “as a critic, but for
relaxation and pleasure.” His humorous account
reveals that he was charmed with Mrs. Hart; and
that he enjoyed himself immensely, and “laughed
as heartily [at the farce] as a man can laugh these
hard times.” 95
Two ‘‘communications,’’ one to the Florida
Journal of December 23 by “Talma,” the other to
the Apalachicolian of December 26 by “A. L. W.,”
represented the judicious dramatic criticism which
was often latent in these early Florida audiences.
“A. L. W.” was A. L. Woodward, of Jackson county,
who two years before had taken a conspicuous part
in the Constitutional Convention at St. Joseph.
Both “Talma” and “A. L. W.” saw much that
was good in the performances and in the actors; but
they did not hesitate to offer some friendly suggestions for improvement. Finch was too passive and
monotonous in his speech; Germon spoke too loudly
and needed to reduce his ‘‘tonations;” Miss Williams
should cultivate simplicity and grace, and get rid of
small affectations like stammering, and tossing her
head; Field, the company’s tragedian, had a good
voice for tragedy but measured his words too much,
instead of letting them flow with the sentiment.
Of Mr. Hart there was little that could be said.
In farce, which was his forte, he was inimitable, and
in any situation he could “disturb the risibility of
the most sedate.” But of Mrs. Hart both critics had
much to say. As Julia in some scenes of The Hunchback, “Talma” thought she was, if not superior,
equal to any he had ever seen, except Fanny Kemble.
To “A. L. W.,” her voice was clear and soft and in
lighter scenes sweet and pleasant; but in tragic
scenes, it needed more volume. He was a little more
guarded in speaking of her personal appearance,
95. St. Joseph Times, December 23, 1840.
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describing it as “entertaining.” But he was delighted with the beauty and luxuriance of her hair.
As Pauline in The Lady of Lyons, he thought she
acquitted herself “very well,” especially in the difficult parting scene between Pauline and Claude.
And he felt sure he would dream of her in that scene
that night on board the steamboat which was to
carry him away from Apalachicola.
Christmas seems to have been an open night on
Hart’s theatrical calendar. That evening, an
“Oratorio” of sacred music was given in the Episcopal Church by Baron de Fleur, “a finished
performer on the Organ and Piano Forte.” The
admission was $1.00; the proceeds to be “appropriated for the benefit of the church.” The audience
was large and fashionable, and all were highly
pleased. 96
Near the middle of January 1841, Hart took his
company to Tallahassee, and remained there till
February 14. This is to be inferred from the statement that the steamer Caroline, Captain Pettes, on
February 14, was on its way from St. Marks to
Apalachicola “with a company of players;” and
that Captain Pettes was under contract to land Mr.
Hart’s Theatrical Corps at Apalachicola during that
day. 97
The plays presented in Tallahassee, no doubt,
were the same as had been offered in Apalachicola
in December. An article signed “M” in the Floridian of January 23, gives us our only news of the
company’s performances. “M” tells of his seeing
The Hunchback on January 19, and of a ludicrous
contretemps in the performance. In a tragic scene
between Field and Mrs. Hart, the audience caught
sight of Mr. Hart’s conscious or unconscious
96. Apalachicolian, December 26, 1840.
97. Florida Journal, March 17, 1841.
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grimaces, and burst into a roar of laughter. At
which, very understandably, Field was somewhat
abashed. A curtain lecture in the Hart family that
night was indicated.
Hart’s return to Apalachicola almost coincided
with the arrival there of W. C. Forbes, the tragedian. During the week of February 18 to 23 Forbes
was delivering “Satiric and Dramatic Lectures upon
Heads.’’98 His subject sounds as if he had been
dividing his time between Tragedy and Phrenology.
Before he began the spring season of 1841 Hart
reorganized his company. He first engaged as new
members Mr. Parker, Madame Tielman, and Miss
Nelson. He then divided the whole company into
two smaller ones, the first including Carter, Finch,
Hart, Mrs. Carter, Mrs. Hart, and Miss Williams;
the second, Field, Germon, Parker, Madame Tielman, and Miss Nelson. With the first group, Hart
went to Key West where he remained till sometime
in May. The second company played a spring engagement in Apalachicola, closing April 26. They
then went to “Irwinton, Columbus, etc.” where they
continued their performances. 99
We do not have the name of any play offered by
the second group in Apalachicola. Of the new members, Madame Tielman was a German singer and
actress who had been playing in the New Orleans
theatres since 1836. Miss Nelson was Mrs. Charles
Hodges, an English actress, who played under her
maiden name, and who had appeared frequently on
the London, New York and New Orleans stages.
As an actress, her gifts were not marked, but she
was good-looking. Her admirers spoke of her as
“The pretty Miss Nelson;” and, possibly her
98. New Orleans Daily Picayune, February 23, 1841. News from
Apalachicola.
99. Florida Journal, May 1, 1841.
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“prettiness” did as much to make her popular as
her acting.
Altho we know the sequence of Hart’s engagements in the season of 1841-42, the scantiness of our
information makes it impossible to determine their
length. He began the season in the northern theatres
of the circuit. By Christmas, he was in Tallahassee, 100 and two weeks later, on January 8, he was still
there. 101 The company played in Apalachicola from
March 1 till April 2, 1842. This is all we know for
certain.
The period from January 8 to March 1, almost
two months, was much too long for an expensive
organization to be idle; but it is more than likely
that the gap is in our information rather than in the
company’s activities. A good guess would be that
he remained in Tallahassee longer than two weeks,
102
and as,
as he “was playing to crowded houses”
apparently, he had already planned a five-weeks
season for Apalachicola.
Since the previous season, some changes had
been made in the company. To the group consisting
of Carter, Finch, Hart, Mrs. Carter, Mrs. Hart, and
Miss Williams were now added Mercer, Rogers,
Stone (or Stein), and Sullivan.
Hart probably preceded the company to Tallahassee long enough to get his new theatre ready for
business. The playhouse, which adjoined the Planter’s Hotel, “was fitted up in a very respectable
style” and “was comfortable, spacious, and commodious.’’103 There was a performance on Christmas
104
but the name of the play is not known.
night, 1841,
A communication to the Floridian of January 8 tells
of the writer’s attendance, the night before, at the
presentation of the tragedy Pizarro. He compliments
100. Floridian, December 25, 1841. 101. Ibid., January 8, 1842.
103. Ibid., January 1 and 8, 1842.
102. Ibid., January 1, 1842.
104. Ibid., December 25, 1841.
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the improvement in the acting of the company since
its last appearance in Tallahassee, and discerns talent in the new members. He offers some suggestions
for improvement to some of the actors, specifically
to poor Mr. Finch; and he notes especially the “just
and happy style” of Mrs. Hart in the difficult rôle
of Elvira. “The repeated and hearty applause of an
intelligent and crowded house” testified that the
piece was well played and well received. In closing,
the writer mentions the play selected for the evening
of January 8, “the much admired drama of The
Dumb Belle of Genoa,” for the first time in
Tallahassee.
In Apalachicola, the Editor of the Florida
Journal had some nice things to say about the opening performance of Hart’s spring season. The entertainments of the week March 1 to 5 “went off to
good houses.” The ladies attended well and, of
course, where the ladies go the gentlemen follow.
Of the variety of excellent pieces presented he
selected as the best of the week The Hunchback. Mrs.
Hart played the rôle of Julia with really surprising
effect, and Miss Williams’ “happy deportment put
everybody in a good humor.” Mr. Finch was mildly
“ribbed” for forgetting some of his lines right at
the dénouément of the play; but Mr. Mercer was
admired for his dancing and drollery which excited
uproarious applause. 105
The bill for March 5 was the melodrama The
Vampire followed by the farce The Secret. Between
the pieces, Mr. Mercer offered a song and dance.
The only other bills we have are those of the closing
week March 28 to April 2. In this week, Boucicault’s
London Assurance, new in Apalachicola, was played
on four successive nights. 106 On Thursday night,

105. Florida Journal, March 5, 1842.
106. Ibid., April 2, 1842. It is difficult to see how this could
have been unless the company played on Sunday nightcertainly out of the question.
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March 31, Mr. Stone took his benefit and enacted the
part of “the treacherous and bloody Duke of Gloster” in the tragedy Jane Shore. Mrs. Hart and Miss
Williams appeared as Jane Shore and Alecia respectively and “sustained their established reputations.” The season closed on April 2, with Payne’s
melodrama Adelime or The Victim of Treachery and
the farce Monsieur Tonson.
In his season of 1842-43, Hart attained the apex
of his success as a manager. Before opening in
Apalachicola in December, he had leased the building on Commerce street, formerly occupied by Farrior’s store, and converted it into a theatre. The new
playhouse, which was spoken of as “neat and commodious,” was “furnished with an entire set of new
and beautiful scenery and decorations.’’107
The company he assembled was the largest and
strongest he had yet brought to Apalachicola. Of the
group of the preceding spring, there remained
Carter, Finch, Hart, Rogers, Sullivan, Mrs. Hart
and Miss Williams. Mrs. Carter, apparently, was
not acting. The new members were Messrs. Allen,
Caulfield, Hayne, Monroe, and Mrs. Caulfield.
With the Caulfields were the two talented childactresses, Clara Caulfield, aged ten, and Fanny
Hubbard, aged eight.
As usual, Hart began in the northern part of his
circuit and planned the rest of the season so as to be
in Tallahassee during the session of the Legislative
Council. But before going to Tallahassee, he played
a short engagement from December 12 to 26 in
Apalachicola. He opened on the 12th with London
Assurance, popular in Apalachicola the year before.
The afterpiece of the evening was The Four Mowbrays, in which Fanny Hubbard “sustained” four
characters. As an interlude, Misses Caulfield and
107. Ibid, December 10, 1842.
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Hubbard gave “Brigand Waltz.” We are not told
whether this was a dance or a piano duet.
The favorite play of the week, December 19 to 24,
was the musical comedy Robert Macaire. In this,
Sullivan and Hart carried off the honors. For her
benefit on December 26, Mrs. Hart chose Romeo and
Juliet and played Juliet to Mr. Sullivan’s Romeo.
The afterpiece was The Mad Politician, and in the
course of the evening there was ‘‘a great variety of
singing and dancing.’’108
For some reason this fall engagement was not
well patronized. The entertainment was excellent,
but the houses were unusually small. The Editor of
the Journal could explain this only as due to a
scarcity of funds, or a lack of theatrical taste, - presumably the former. Notwithstanding the poor
attendance, the actors acquitted themselves with
credit, and the Editor was generous in his praise,
especially of Mrs. Hart. 109
The season in Tallahassee lasted about two
weeks, from January 9 to 20. The Star of Florida,
of January 12, announced Sullivan’s benefit for the
13th, and Mrs. Hart’s “in a few days,” but did not
name the plays. Mr. Hart’s benefit was advertised
for the 20th “under the immediate patronage of the
Jockey Club” - evidently a stylish occasion. The
bill was London Assurance, with the farce The Rival
Soldiers. Between the pieces there was a song by
Mrs. Hart and a dance by Fanny Hubbard. In the
farce, Hart took the part of Nipperkin, one of his
funniest portrayals. 110
The Star, or, perhaps, one of the junior partners
of that press, was far more interested in the
audiences than in the plays. “The beauty and fashion of Tallahassee” attended liberally. “Many
fragrant buds of beauty, just blushing into woman108. Ibid., December 24, 1842.
109. Ibid. 110. Star of Florida, January 19, 1843.
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hood, astonished the eyes” of those who had been
away from the city for a while. Any one who wished
to see the variety of Tallahassee’s female loveliness,
would be satisfied by visiting Hart’s theatre, and
taking his seat near the front boxes, &c. 111
The spring season in Apalachicola was an unusually long one, almost seven weeks. After the discouragingly small attendance in December, Hart
naturally did his best to attract the public to his
Theatre. The style of his performances, the Editor
of the Journal thought, was perhaps too liberal for
profit. But the response was gratifying, and the
company played “to full houses and fashionable
audiences.” 112
In the December engagement the two little girls,
Clara Caulfield and Fanny Hubbard, had been very
popular, and in the week January 30 to February 4,
they gave two independent “theatrical representations.” 113 But the season proper opened February
27 and lasted till April 12. The bill for March 4 was
Noah’s melodrama The Wandering Boys followed
by one of Hart’favorite farces, The Rival Soldiers,
and between the pieces a song by Mrs. Hart.
The big occasion of the season was the benefit
for the Fire Engine Company, the evening of March
13. Hart chose as the play, the always popular The
Honeymoon, and the equally popular farce, Fortune’s Frolic. “The house was full and fashionable,
and the most perfect order and decorum preserved.
The performers were greeted by the smiles of beauty
and the plaudits of the numerous gentlemen assembled. Everything passed off harmoniously and to
the utmost satisfaction of the audience.” So the
enthusiastic Editor of the Journal. Fanny Hubbard
in two dances was warmly applauded, Mr. Hart in
the farce was incessantly funny, and even Mr. Finch,
111. Ibid.,
112. Florida Journal, March 4, 1843 113. Ibid., February 4, 1843.
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as the Duke of Aranza, came in for some flattering
words. But of course the brilliant star in the galaxy
was Mrs. Hart. As Juliana in The Honeymoon, she
“was most enthusiastically cheered.’’114
On March 21 Mrs. Caulfield took her benefit. The
play was the musical comedy Tom Thumb, new in
Apalachicola, in which Clara Caulfield, aged ten,
took the name part. The piece was received with
great applause and was repeated in Fanny Hubbard’s benefit on April 1. This evening the afterpiece was The Maid and the Magpie, and between
the pieces there were songs by Mrs. Hart, Mr. Caulfield, and Mr. Monroe.
For her benefit on April 5 Mrs. Hart chose London Assurance and the farce Loan of a Lover. There
was also the usual song by Mrs. Hart and the dance
by Fanny Hubbard. The season closed with Hart’s
benefit on April 12. The play was Payne’s melodrama Ali Pacha, or The Greek Struggle for Liberty. For the farce Hart repeated The Rival
Soldiers and once more delighted the audience with
the part of Nipperken. Between the pieces there
were songs and dances, and a scene from the comedy
The Hypocrite.
The company remained in Apalachicola until
about May 15. In the week ending May 13 the town
enjoyed a visit from a real star, the well-known
tragedian, Augustus A. Addams, who was on his
way “to the West by way of Mobile.” 115 On the
evening of May 12 a complimentary benefit was
given for Mr. Hart, the play being Payne’s tragedy
of Brutus. In this Addams played the title role.
So far as we have any record, Addams was the
first metropolitan star to visit Apalachicola. In
reporting this, the Commercial Advertiser says that
114. Ibid., March 18, 1843.
115. Commercial Advertiser, May 17, 1843.
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Addams “made his last appearance on our boards”
on May 12. It is not clear whether “last” means
“most recent” or “final one of a series.” If it
means either, it would probably be the latter, and
would indicate that Addams gave one or more entertainments before the evening of May 12.
The Harts, with at least part of their company,
spent the summer of 1843 at St. Joseph. They
entertained the summer guests at that resort with
“excerpts from the drama and concert combined.’’ 116 It was in August of this summer that
Hart took a company to Pensacola and played a
short engagement there, as has been noted in the
story of the Pensacola theatre. 117
Hart’s season of 1843-44 was his final one as
Manager. He omitted the customary engagement
in Tallahassee and later in the year gave up his
Theatres in Montgomery and Columbus. Our information about his season in Apalachicola is meager,
but what we have indicates that he was not having
an easy time financially.
This may have been due in part to the overexpansion of his company and their activities in the
previous season. But the real reason was the general
financial depression which had been deepening since
1837, and which reached its nadir in North Florida
about this time. Very naturally, amusement enterprises were among those that were hit the hardest.
And taxes, levied on theatrical exhibitions both by
the Legislative Council of the Territory and by the
towns of Hart’s circuit, did not help any.
Notwithstanding the discouraging outlook, Hart
was in Apalachicola early in November preparing
for the winter season. 118 At least once he had to
116. Watchman of the Gulf, August 12, 1843. Letter from St.
Joseph, August 11, 1843, signed “Manton.”
117. Ibid., September 9, 1843.
118. Commercial Advertiser, November 4, 1843.
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postpone his announced opening because of the late
arrival of part of his company. 119 But by November
15 they were all assembled, and the company played
till December 1. Of the new members the only one
whose name is left to us was Mrs. Shea, formerly
Blanche Kemble, a first cousin of Fanny Kemble.
Of the performances offered by the company we
know only of the one on November 30. That evening
the bill was the tragedy Fazio or The Italian Wife,
followed by the farce The Secret. The admission
was fifty cents. This small item tells its part of the
story of hard times. Mrs. Shea’s benefit was announced for December 1 but no further details are
known.
Instead of going to Tallahassee as usual Hart
took his company to Key West where they played
“with considerable success.” 120 “Considerable” is
an elastic word. A correspondent from Key West
to the St. Augustine News wrote on January 16,
“the theatrical company are playing here to thin
houses.” 121
In the interim Tallahassee and Apalachicola had
the opportunity of seeing another important American star. On his way to New Orleans J. H. Hackett,
the celebrated comedian, stopped at Tallahassee and
on January 9 gave “an amusing entertainment . . .
at the City Hotel, consisting of selected readings
from Shakspeare &c.” 122 In Apalachicola Hackett
gave two similar entertainments at the Mansion
House the evenings of January 15 and 19. The
admission to these performances was $1.00.
In the week February 5 to 10 the Four Herren
Arnold, fresh from successes in Charleston and
Savannah, gave three “grand vocal and instrumen120. Ibid., January 29, 1844
119. Ibid., November 11, 1843.
121. News, January 27, 1844.
122. Florida Sentinel, January 9, 1844.
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tal concerts
” in the Council Chamber of Apalachi123
cola.
One who signed himself “B” in a communication
of February 12, reported that the music of the Arnolds “was good and was given with exceeding good
taste and without any affectation or ‘trickery.’”
But he was pained to see so little encouragement
given to entertainments of this kind. The authorities
had charged the Arnolds $7.00 for a license; and
“B” noted with indignation, “we can assuredly expect no favors from those who find they are obliged
to pay a tax for the privilege of singing to empty
124
benches.”
On his return from Key West early in February,
Hart played a short season of a week in Apalachicola. Mrs. Hart’s benefit was announced for the
evening of February 14. With this announcement,
the names of Mr. and Mrs. Hart disappear from the
Apalachicola news. On the 16th of May, they ar125
rived with their company at Nassau, N. P.
After
this Nassau engagement, the company must have
disbanded, for in the fall of 1844, the Harts, as well
as the Carters, were stock actors in the company of
Ludlow and Smith at the St. Charles Theatre in
New Orleans.
In the spring of 1845, a Mr. Lovell took a small
theatrical company to Apalachicola and played there
from April 7 to April 21. In the company were
Messrs. George Chapman, Lindon, Lovell, Proctor,
Master Alonzo (Chapman?), Mrs. Chapman, Miss
Chapman, Mrs. Emmett.
At Mr. Proctor's benefit on April 12, they presented Knowles’ tragedy Virginius and the farce
The Whims of Splash. Between the pieces “a choice
selection” from Scott’s Lady of the Lake was re124. Ibid.
123. Commercial Advertiser, February 5, 1844.
125. New Orleans Daily Picayune, June 6, 1844.
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cited. Mr. Lindon’s benefit came on April 21. The
bill was the tragedy The Apostate with the farce
Does Your Mother Know You’re Out? As an interlude, “the adventures of Tam O’Shanter” was
recited. The price of admission to Lovell’s entertainments was 75 cents. 126
George Chapman of this company was a member
of the famous Chapman family who in 1833 established at Cincinnati the “Floating Theatre” probably the original “Show Boat.” As actors, this
family were all “extraordinary for their versatility
and remarkable ability.” 127
The Lovell entertainments were the last “rational amusement’’ in Apalachicola of which we have
any record. Of the “irrational” we may note that
Rich and Row’s Mammoth Pavilion Circus had
given its third performance, February 26, 1844.
Tallahassee was more favored with circuses and
menageries than Apalachicola. This was no doubt
due to the fact that the circus companies, travelling
by wagon, came into Florida from Dothan, Alabama
and left through Thomasville, Georgia, or in the
reverse direction. Tallahassee, therefore, lay directly in their line of travel. The years 1832, 1833, 1835,
1838, 1839 and 1846 each brought its show to town.
The circuses played in Tallahassee in the winter
months from December to March, and usually remained for three or four days.
III
St. Augustine
St. Augustine, it seems, did not attract the attention of actors to any great extent. This may
have been due in part to its being somewhat difficult
of access; and in part also to the large reduction,
126. Commercial Advertiser, April 12 and 19, 1845.
127. Ludlow, op. cit., p. 568.
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after 1835, of its English-speaking white population.
Whatever the reason, the only information we have
of theatrical activities in the town is of a short
season in 1840, and another in 1843.
In May 1840, the tragedian W. C. Forbes, “of
the Savannah Theatre,” 128 took a company of actors
to St. Augustine and remained for two weeks from
May 25 to June 8. The group was composed of
Messrs. Forbes, Germon, Isherwood, Lyne, Mehan,
Vose, Wegher, Mrs. Cleve, Mrs. Isherwood, and a
dancer Miss Rosalie. They planned to play every
night except Sunday. The performances were given
in “Mr. Wharton’s building,” which “was hastily
arranged” but “fitted up with taste.” 129
In the town, the pleasure over Forbes’ coming
was darkly overshadowed by a serious misfortune
which occurred Saturday forenoon, May 23, when
some of the company were attacked by a party of
Indians led by the chief Coacoochee. Two of the
company and two other people were killed. Besides
the St. Augustine News, various papers, including
the Savannah Georgian, the Charleston Courier, the
Apalachicola Gazette, and Niles’ Register gave accounts of the disaster. In the aftermath of the
attack, there was great confusion and much uncertainty as to just what had happened and as to the
identity of the ones killed; and this uncertainty is
seen in the newspaper accounts. The facts, as
finally determined, were nearly as follows: Mr.
Forbes brought the company from Savannah by
steamer, at first by sea, and then up the St. Johns
river to Picolata, arriving there Friday afternoon,
May 22. He immediately proceeded to St. Augustine
128. Apalachicola Gazette, June 23, 1840, copying a “communication” from the Office of the St. Augustine News to the
Charleston Courier.
129. News, May 29 and June 5, 1840.
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where he hired a carriage and a wagon and sent
them to Picolata for the rest of the company.
The players started for St. Augustine early Saturday morning, the carriage going first with the
ladies, the wagon following with the company’s
paraphernalia of costumes, scenery &c. In the party,
but not connected with the theatrical corps, were a
Mr. Burnet of Savannah and a Mr. Miller of Brunswick, Georgia. The carriage reached St. Augustine
safely. But between 9:00 and 10:00 A. M., when
about eight miles from its destination, the wagon
was attacked by the Indians who, it was supposed,
mistook it for a military escort. Mr. Burnet, Mr.
Miller, Mr. Vose, and a company musician Mr.
Wegher, were all killed. Germon, after running
three miles, reached Fort Searle, pursued all the
way and fired at repeatedly by two Indians. Immediately after the attack, about thirty Indians went
to Fort Searle, decked out in the actor’s costumes,
and “danced all around the place, challenging the
soldiers to fight; but they were too weak to sally
out.” 130
In spite of his bad fortune and the handicaps
which resulted, Forbes opened his engagement on
the scheduled date, Monday, May 25. The play for
the evening was that perennial “opener,” The
Honeymoon. Unfortunately, it rained so hard, both
on Monday and Tuesday nights, that the performances had to be postponed. But on Wednesday and
Thursday evenings the “house was filled.” 131 We
are told nothing of the plays those evenings; but
Miss Rosalie delighted, the audience with her grace,
and Mr. Germon with his voice.
130. Niles’Register, LVIII (June 20, 1840), 243.
Not long afterwards a stone marker, called a monument,
was placed on the site of this attack, erected through subscriptions of the profession. It still survives, and is perhaps all that
remains today relating to the theatre in territorial Florida.
131. News, May 29, 1840.
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The bill for Friday, May 29, was Othello, with the
farce The Secret. In the tragedy, Forbes played
Othello, Mr. Isherwood, Iago, Lyne, Cassio, Germon,
Roderigo, Mehan, Montano, Mrs. Cleve, Desdemona,
and Mrs. Isherwood, Emilia.
On the closing night, June 8, Forbes took his
benefit. The mainpiece was Otway’s Venice Preserved, the afterpiece, The Review. The Editor of
the News, writing of this performance, reported
that “the house was crowded at an early hour, over
two-thirds of whom were ladies. Several amateurs
volunteered on the occasion and sustained with admirable effect their respective parts.” 132
The five pieces whose names have been preserved
were not, of course, the entire repertory of the company. Forbes’ personal interest was in tragedy,
and he would naturally be prepared to present more
than Othello and Venice Preserved. That he did go
to St. Augustine equipped to offer Hamlet and
Richard III, is seen in the story of the meeting of
Coacoochee and his retinue with Colonel W. J.
Worth at Fort Cummings on March 5, 1841: “Having recently attacked a theatrical troupe near St.
Augustine and appropriated their wardrobe, the
Indian delegation was enabled to appear en grande
tenue. Coacoochee had donned the nodding plumes
of the prince of Denmark. At his elbow appeared,
with an evident sense of the fitness of things,
Horatio; and close behind came another proud
monarch of the forest, wrapped in King Richard’s
robes, which were not unbecoming to the wearer.” 133
At the close of the season, the company went to
Charleston - all except Lyne and Germon. On
Thursday, June 11, these two gave a “Musical and
132. Ibid., June 12, 1840.
133. Theophilus F. Rodenbough, Front Everglade to Cañon with
the Second Dragoons (New York, 1875), p. 55.
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Dramatic Soiree.’’134 It was part of their further
plans to give similar entertainments in Jacksonville
and at Black Creek; and on Saturday, June 13, they
left, with the mail, for the former place. Near
Augers, they were again chased by Indians for
about three miles. This time there were no casualties, except that “the horse of the private conveyance shortly after died.” 135
In commending these players to the public, the
Herald remarked: “They are no ordinary performers. They have acquired much celebrity at the North
and West where they have performed.’’ 136 The
Isherwoods had been successful actors at the Park
Theatre in New York from 1836 to 1839. 137 Mrs.
Isherwood, before her marriage, was Fanny Clarke,
the eldest of the three talented daughters of the
favorite actor J. H. Clarke, who died August 8, 1838.
Forbes, the Manager, had starred in Southern
theatres as early as 1832. Since then, he had at
various times filled engagements in New York. On
August 24, 1838, he appeared at the Franklin
Theatre in the benefit for the orphan daughters of
J. H. Clarke, Rosetta and Constantia, sisters of Mrs.
Isherwood. As Manager of the New Charleston
Theatre from 1842 to 1847 he was highly regarded
by his patrons, not only for his acting but also for
his successful direction of the affairs of the
Theatre. 138
134. News, June 12, 1840.
135. Niles’Register, LVIII (July 4, 1840), 279, from St. Augustine News, June 16, 1840.
136. Florida Herald, May 29, 1840.
137. It is here assumed, with little evidence, that these actors
were Mr. and Mrs. William Isherwood, and not Mr. and
Mrs. H. Isherwood. Forbes had known the former intimately in New York, and may have engaged them as
members of his Savannah company for the season 1839-40.
Furthermore, William Isherwood was an actor of some
note, whereas H. Isherwood was known in the theatre
mostly as a scenist, or scene-painter.
138. Hoole, op. cit., pp. 45-50.
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Miss Rosalie, “the charming singer from New
Orleans,’’139 was popular in New York in 1841-42,
both as a singer and as a dancer.
Germon was a singing actor who, as we have
seen, was a member of Hart’s Apalachicola company
thru the winter following his season in St. Augustine. He later was a regular actor at the American
Theatre in New Orleans.
Thomas A. Lyne was a performer of “heavy”
parts who had been acting in Western and Southern
theatres since before 1833. Not long after his engagement in St. Augustine he was in Nauvoo, Illinois, a member of the dramatic company formed by
the Mormon leader Joseph Smith. When the Mormon community went on their long trek westward,
140
Toward the end of his life,
Lyne went with them.
he became “a celebrated Mormon preacher.’’ 141 It
is interesting, and maybe important, to note that
his progress from stage to pulpit was by way of an
Indian massacre.
The small company which played in St. Augustine in May 1843 was apparently under the management of Mr. Heild of the Savannah Theatre. 142 The
company included Messrs. Collins, Henry, Hield,
Mrs. Henry and possibly others. They opened the
night of May 19 and remained till about June 1.
The only bill we have is the one of their second
night. The mainpiece was the comic opera The Soldier’s Return; the afterpiece was the burlesque
tragedy Bombastes Furioso. Between the pieces
there were songs, and Mr. Hield recited “The Seven
Ages of Man” from As You Like It. The evening
ended (by desire) with “the famous negro extravaganza, song and chorus by the whole company, The
139. Odell, op. cit., IV, 584.
140. Coad and Mims, op. cit., p. 179.
141. Sol Smith, op. cit., p. 90.
142. News, July 22, 1843.
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Carolina Crow. Admittance, 50 cents. Entrance
opposite the front of the Florida House.’’143
Conclusion
The story of theatrical activities in early
Florida, fragmentary as it must be, gives us a
glimpse of an all but forgotten phase of territorial
culture. The extent of these activities is not the
least surprising part of the story. The meagre
records available give the names of forty separate
plays used as mainpieces, and of twenty-seven
farces. If we estimate the total number of pieces in
the combined repertoires of the various companies
to have been two to three times the number of those
whose names have been preserved - certainly, a
conservative estimate - in twenty-five years, some
one hundred mainpieces and seventy farces were offered the people of the four towns for their pleasure.
That was a great deal more than they had the opportunity to enjoy in the following one hundred
years.
The audiences who attended these performances
were not different, supposedly, from theatre audiences in general. Then, as now, there was no doubt
“some quantity of barren spectators” who were incapable of interest in the nicer points of the play.
But there was another element, too : men and women
of refinement, of good taste, and of good judgement.
And there must have been many more of these than
the theatre records mention. They thought of the
drama as a means of implanting virtue, of dignifying truth, and of elevating the taste. They not only
enjoyed the theatre, but they saw in it a salutary
social instrument and gave it their encouragement
and support.
As to the quality of the performances, these
143. Ibid., May 20, 1843.
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sensible critics were under no illusions. They knew
well enough that the entertainments of the Florida
companies lacked practically all the attractive features of metropolitan productions. But they also
knew what we often forget. We tend to see only the
star, forgetting that the play is the thing. Intelligent
attendants at these earlier theatres knew from observation that an ensemble without a star, under
reasonably adequate direction, can give a creditable
total performance, even tho it lacks here and there
the refinements which finished artists would lend
it.
Of the players themselves, a respectable number
were good actors by any standard. And some of
them made names for themselves on more important
stages. But the names of most of them were written
in water. They sought the opportunity to earn a
living by their talents; beyond that, they desired
most of all the plaudits of those they tried to please.
And it is agreeable to note that they received them.
In their day, they honestly endeavored to bring to
their fellow-citizens the pleasure and. delight of
wholesome amusement; and to this worthy purpose,
the public gave, in fairly liberal measure, their
favor and applause.
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